JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS PANEL
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION SET # 5
96. Services: What documents are CMG chairs required to maintain to track
retaliation related to sexual assault cases? Is this information tracked anywhere
beyond the installation? If so, how and by whom? Provide the sample report an
installation CMG Chair maintains to track retaliation in sexual assault cases.
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(DoD SAPRO) At this time, the SARCs are tracking retaliation related to sexual
assault cases, not the CMG chairs. Presently, there is no central point for reporting
such information within the Department of Defense, such that a higher headquarters
would regularly be able to review and assess it. In the forthcoming Retaliation
Prevention and Response Strategy (RPRS), the Department has created a strategy for
establishing a more formal data collection protocol that will allow for tracking of
cases beyond the installation. How and where this information will be collected,
stored, and reported has yet to be decided. That being said, the Department
anticipates that DSAID will ultimately play a role in data collection and tracking.
Implementation details for the short and long term will be addressed in the
subsequent implementation planning phase of the RPRS.
The SARB chair is not required to maintain any formal documents that track
retaliation related sexual assault cases. The installation SARC is the individual that
facilitates the SARB and maintains any documentation for the SARB chair. All
information or documents are tracked by the local installation SARC.
(AF/CVS) Reports of retaliation reported at the CMG are documented within the
CMG minutes each month. The commander of the victim provides the plan to the
CMG chair where the retaliation will remain on the agenda until case has reached
final disposition or has been appropriately addressed according to the installation
inspector general and the CMG chair.
The CMG chair does not track retaliation related to sexual assault cases. The
information is maintained by the SARC/SAPR VA, VLC, or the victim’s
commanding officer.
CMG meeting minutes are the source documents for tracking retaliation not initiated
through the IG. The sample at enclosure (4) is an example of how the CMG is
documenting a report of retaliation at one Marine Corps installation. In this example,
this was the first report; the CMG chair referred the case to NCIS. Follow on
discussion/actions will be annotated as part of the next month’s CMG. Once referred
to NCIS, NCIS would then be tracking relevant information for their records and
database.
ENCLOSURE: Enclosure (4), Sample Minutes of Sexual Assault Case
Management Group (SACMG) Meeting
The Coast Guard’s CITs do not specifically track retaliation related to sexual assault
cases.

